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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to find optimal solution of non-affine C1 function by

means of constructing respective Lagrange multiplier function together with Fritz John and

Karush-Kuhn- Tucker conditions. These conditions are relating to problems P and Q.

Problem P is the minimization ofconvex functional value with the constrained set ofconvex

inequalities. Problem Q is the minimization of convex functional value with the constrained

set of convex inequalities, linear inequalities and convex equalities. Lagrange multiplier

function method is well-known but its manipulation is rather complicated. An effective way

to handle Lagrange function is presented, in this paper. It is more convenient and more

available than the Simplex method due to G.Dantzig. Most of the functions in this paper is

non-affine C1-functions. Moreover, some illustrative examples are also discussed where

necessary.
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l.Introduction

In the Iiterature of optimization of functional value, there are two mains parts such as

linear and non-linear optimization. Linear optimization has been developed as linear
programming, since the middle years of 20th century. Meanwhile, non-linear optimization has

been developed as convex programming quadratic programming and fractional programming
since nearly at the end of20s century. Many researchers concerning these phenomena have
been trying in order to get new theories and new techniques which are available to social and
environmental development of human societies. These research papers have been done by
I N Gass, R.T Rockefe[er, Mclindon and their folrowers. This research paper is one of the
fruitful results of those researchers, especiary for the research paper is organized as the
technical development of programming methods. In the simprex method, pivot element is
needed in any column of matrix in our consideration and the remaining elements must be
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vanished by row operations. The KKT method is not difficult as simplex method and KKT

method gives us optimal solution by method ofreducing impossible cases.

2. Non-afline and Cl Function.

2.1 Non-allineFunction

2.1.1 Definition [4]

Let /: Rt r--r R.

x *-+ f (x') is an affine function ifthere exists nonzero constant c:

f(x)=L(x)+c
where /,: IRn '-+ IR is linear.

The function which is not an affine function is called a non-affine function.

Example

Every linear function is non-afline.

Every concave function is non-affine.

Every convex function is non-affine.

Y axtb

f(x) -

affi ne

2.1.2 Delinition [3]

Let /: IRU '-+ IR

x,__; f (x)

We say / € C1 if and /' are continuous.

Hence, C1(R) = {/l/: R. --+ R, f and. f 'arc continuous} and

C-(R.) = {/l/: R.- R,f ,f',f",...arecontinuous}.

Example

l.l:R. '--r R.

x t---,> lxl =

x
0

x ,x20
-x ,x 10{
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f'(x) = 1 ,/ > 0

-7,x<o{

f'(0) does not exist. So / e C1(R),

but / E c1(R\{0}).

3. FritzJohn and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Conditions [31

In the first part, we study Fritz-John conditions and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions with

their proofs for problems P and Q.

3.1 Fritz-John Optimal Conditions for Problems P and Q [31

3.1.1 Lagrange Functions [3]

Definition

Let /i: Rn '-+ lR and hi:lRn '-+ IR be non-affine and C1- function. (i = 0,1,...,OU = 1,..., r).The

problem P is minl6 @): fi@) S 0 and the problem Q is minl6(x): fi (x) < 0, (, = 1,...,q),...

Then Lagrange function for problem P is

L , Rm+tr+C+1 F-e R

(x,7) '---t L(x,1) = lofo@) + )LL\LG) +...+ lqfq(x) +\p=rvp(a[x - b)

3.1.2 Defrnition [3][21

we say that constraint set D as above admits Lagrange multipliers Tiand pj at a point r* e D if for

every /6 e C1(R) for which :- is a local minimizer of a problem, there exist vector i' = ( \' "' ' 
1:^)

and p" = 911, ... , r;) that salisry the following conditions.
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Definition [ 3 |

Let /: Rn r--+ R

Then Lagrange function for problem Q is

L.Ra+m+g+r+l F-, R

(x,1, Y, tt') ,--l L(x, P, P')

L(x,1,p,p') = fo@) +Zt=ryp(al,x - b) + Xt,rifi(x) +XItpjhl@)

Consider minrg. f (x)

where /: IRa + R
x ,-+ f(x) € C1(Rn) and

Q: minr.p f (x)

where,C=R.'1 n[rlfi(r) < O,a[x-b < 0], l< d < q,l< k <m.

D - C n{x I hi@) = 0, 1 < j < r}.
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furugt^g" function)= [v fo(x') + Ztr4yy@[x - b) + li=,tivh1@) + l!=rp.yv f (x')]r y >

0,(l )

Vy e T (x-) such that N(x)=T(r.)

Pi > 0'i = t'2' ""r' (2)

pj = o,vie A(x'), (3)

where /(x.) - {ilfi@') = 0}, the tangent cone is

r@') -
{f e R"leithery = 0 or a sequence {x1} c IR,: xp + xforall kandxy --- r,ffi-.2,,J
N(t) = {z e R"ll{xp} c Ra: zp --t x,zk ) z,zk e T(x)'}.
A pair (,tr', p')atisfling (l), (2) and (3) is called a Lagrange multiplier vector corresponding

tofandr*.
These conditions are called FrifzJohn(FJ) conditions.

3.1.3 Proposition [31

Let x'be a local minimum of the problem (l), (2) and (3). Then there exist tt6,1i,,...,1i";pi,.-,p]

satisrying the following conditions:-

(i) -(pi vf(x.) +lllrtivhi@-) +}i=rplvsi (x.)) e N(x.)

(ii)pj > 0 forall j = o,7,...,r.

(iii) p6, li, ..., L;.; tti,..., p; are not equal to 0.

(iv) If the index set / U/ is non-empty where

r - {illi + o}, I - {il1 + o, p; > o},

There exists a sequence {r*} . R" that converges to x' and is such that for all k,

f(rk) < f(*'),
Tihi@k)>o,viE IE,u;gj(xk)>0, vjeJ (4)

lhi(rr)l=o(w(rt)),vi Et,gl(xk)-o(*@\),viet (5)

where g+(x) = max{0, sj(r)} and w(x) = min{minier lh1(r) | , min;.; grl (r)}

Proof See [2].

3.2 Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) Conditions [3]

3.2.1 Definition [3]

LetA be ar.mxn matrix with rows a[, 1 < k < m,b e IRm andfi:lRa r-r R,0 < d < g be

non-affi ne continuously differentiable functions.
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We consider the problem P is

min{fo@)lx e C}

where

6=geR"lafix< bk,l<k<m,fi@) < 0,1 <i<q]
and the problem Q is

min{fo@)lx e D}

where

D = c n{x e Rnlhi(r) < o,1 <j < r},

hy: Rn r-+ R, 1 < ,t < r, are non-affine and continuously differentiable.

We denote Rf by the non-negative orthant of Rl.

The F,/ necessary conditions for the problem P are given by the following:-

If r, is a local minimizer of problem P; then there exist vectors 1 + Oi )- e R[+1 and u e Rf
satis[ing the condition (FJP)

L!=ot1v1,(x) *lf=ruy ay = o,

)1f{x) = 0,1 <i< q onduy(a[xo - br) = 0,r <k3m.
These conditions are called KKT conditions.

For optimization 0, the I'"I conditions are as follows:-

If .rg is a local minimizer ofproblem Q, then there exisl vectors

(7,v) e F.l+l+^, p € Rr with (i, p) + 0 satisling the conditions (FJQ)

L!=ot1v1,(xr) +li=rpfihi(xq) +1f,=rv1,(al,x1,- br) = o,

lifi(xd = 0, 1<i< q anduy(afixq - br) = o,r <k<m.
If16 given in conditions FJP and FJQ canbe chosen positive, then the resulting conditions are called

the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for problem P and Q, respectively.

A sufficient condition for i0 to be positive is given by a so-called first-order constraint qualification.

3.2.2 Definition[3]

For F./ and KKT conditions for problems P and Qlet 6 > 0 and f e Rn, N(r-,6) denote a

d-neighbourhood off given by

N(t,r) = {r E lR.n I llr -:=ll < d}.

A vector.rp is called a local minimizer ofP (respectively Q) if x, € C (respectively, xp e D) and

there d>0 such that 1o(xr) = JoQ) for every .re CnN(:r,6) (respectively,r € D n

NGr,6))'

We introduce the index sets I(x) = filfi(r) = 0, 1 < i < q],

K (x) = {klal,xq - bk,o,1. < k < m} and

8(x) = 11," rnu6* consisting rows a[ ,k e K(x).
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We say that the Mangasarian-Fromovitz(MF) constraint qualification for P holds at a point x if
there exists some d6 satisfiing

B (x)d.s < 0 and maxi.I1,;[V fi@)r ao] < 0.

MFl.Vhj(x), lS j S r are linearly indepent.

UI(t. lin{Vh;(r), l<i < r} nlin{ak,k € K(r)} = {0}

MF3.There exists some do satisfling

B(x)ds < 0,Yh1@)r do = 0,0 < j < r,

3.2.3 Proposition [3]

Let rpbe a local minimizer ofproblem (P). Then FJ conditions for P holds.

3.2.4 Proposition [2]

Let rpbe a local minimizer ofproblem (P). Then KKT conditions for P holds.

Their proofs will be mentioned later after some lemmas are described.

3.2.5 kmma [31

If x, if a local minimizer of problem (P), then max {V fi@)r d: t € /( xe) u {0}} } 0 for every d

such that B(:r)d < o.

3.2.6 Lemma [31

Let Asc Ri be the unit simplex. If B is a p x n matrix and ci e IR.n,1 < . ( s, some given

vectors, then following conditions are equivalent;

l. For every d e Ra satisfuing Bd < 0 it holds that maxl=iss c,rd > 0.

2. There exists some l. e A" and 4 e Rf satisling lf=1,1;c1 * B'p = O.

3.2,7 Proof of FJ conditions for problem (P)[31

It is followed by combining Lemma 3 .2.5 and 3.2.6.

3.2.8 Proof of KKT conditions for Problem @)

Proof See [3].

3.2.9 Lemma [31

For any sequence e1 J 0 follows that Lrffxq(e) - xq.

Proof: See[3].

3.2.10 Proposition [31

Let ro be a local minimizer ofproblem Q. Then FJ conditions for Q holds.

3.2.11 Proposition [3]

Let rQ be a local minimizer of problem Q. Then KKT consider for Q holds. Their proofs will be

separately shown in the following:

3.2.12 Proof of FJ conditions for problem (Q)[31

3.2.13 Proof of I(ICT conditions for problem Q[31

and .4121{Vfi(r)'do} < 0.
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4, Some Practical Problems

In the second part, we compute some practical problems by means ofKKT conditions

4.1 Application of Lagrange Multiplier Functions

4.2 Application to Linear Fractional Programming Problem

consider max {ffi lx > o}.

It is equivalent to the following linear programming problem.

^^*ffilt > o] by letting x = z.

At first we will solve the problem
min{-3y-Ztlzy+t-1<0, 1-Zy -t < 0,-y < 0}.

Here, we have respective Lagrange multiplier function is

L(J, t, 11, 12, h) = (-sy - 2t) + Ar(Zy + t - 1) + 72(7 - 2y - t) +,r:(-y)
By KKT method,

-3 + 2h - 212 - h = 0 ..... (i)

-2+ )4- 12 = 0.....(ii)
trr = 0or 2y+t- 1=0.....(iii)
7z=0or 1-2y - t = 0.....(iv)
i:=0or y=0.....(v)

There are 8 cases for 21,212 and 23.

By considering all the cases, we finally obtain optimal solution is * =l = O and optimal

value is 2.
4.3 Application to finding amount of chemicals in Pharmaceutical Industry

In a pharmaceutical industry, amount of chemical used in drugs is important.

Effectiveness of a drug depends on its ingredients with chemicals. The effectiveness of

amounts r and y of chemical c, and c2 is measured by a function E(x,y). For example c1

and c2 be chemicals with costs c dollars per kilogram for c1 and D dollars per kilogram for c2

respectively. Then E(x,y) =ax*by =c. Suppose that E(x,y) = xy +2x. Then it may

give 2x + y = 30. We will find maximum value of 22. Now, the respective Lagrange

function is

L(x, y, 7) - (-xy - 2x) + 7L(2x + y - 30) +,1, (30 - 2x - y) + ls3x) + 1+(-y)
By KKT method, -y - 2 + 211 - 212 - i: = 0

-x*71-72-Aq=0
ir=0orZx+Y-30
7z=0or 2x+Y -39
trs=0or x=0 and

7+=0ot t=0
Then there are 16 cases to be computed. By considering all cases, impossible cases are

rejected. Then we obtain optimal solution by the 8th case: i1 > O,7, = 1, - 7a - O, x = I
and y - 14 give optimal value. So, minimum of E(x,y) is -128 dollar and hence maximum

of E(x,y) is 128 dollar. The pharmaceutical industry managers buy 8 kilogram of chemical

c1 and 14 kilogram ofchemical c2. So, maximum effectiveness is 128 dollar.
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4. Conclusions

We have presented an eflicient algorithm in order to compute optimization problems

in social mathematics by using respective Lagrange function some practical problems have

been solved by KKT algorithm. KKT algorithm will help us in easy computing optimization

problems instead of simplex method. I think this paper is very efficient to Engineering

Mathematics. Moreover, KKT method can be applied to the problem how to build darns and

reservoirs with specific measurements that minimizing condition of flood and sanding a

certain without of water where farmers and cultivators needed. As well as, KKT method is

applicable for solving problem where we erect radio telescope tower to minimize interference

ofmagnetic field ofthe planet in our galaxies.
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